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Self-Learning Agents Play Battlefield 1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vaHnqXHQvF0 (SEED/Electronic Arts)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vaHnqXHQvF0


AI-Playtesting

• AI Playtesting: create an AI 
that can play a game. 

• Exercise: 
What are use-cases?

https://www.ea.com/en-gb/news/teaching-ai-agents-battlefield-1



AI-Playtesting

• AI Playtesting: create an AI 
that can play a game. 

• Exercise: 
What are use-cases?
• Speed up playtesting
• Explore levels more 

thoroughly
• Find bugs / crash reports
• Simulate different player 

types
• Remove learning effects
• …

https://www.ea.com/en-gb/news/teaching-ai-agents-battlefield-1
https://medium.com/techking/human-like-
playtesting-with-deep-learning-92adafffe921



AI-Playtesting
AI-Based Games User Research
• But many more uses of AI in Games-User 

Research!
• E.g. unsupervised learning (k-means

clustering) to identify player types from
gameplay features. 

• And often a combination of techniques:
• E.g. reinforcement learning for AI-playtesting

+ linear regression to predict experience from
gameplay features.

• Many different forms, not standardised



AI-Based Games User 
Research
• Complement + Augment GUR

• E.g. to save time/cost in manual 
playtesting (augment)

• Or to enable player experience / 
behaviour prediction on new levels 
(complement) 

• Exercise: What are the main risks?

• Use traditional GUR techniques as:
• data source

• to validate whether AI method works

• …



AI-Playtesting

”Attempting to maximize coverage of a 
game viahuman gameplay is laborious 
and repetitive, introducing delays in the 
development process. Despite the 
importance of quality assurance (QA) 
testing, QA remains an underinvested 
area in the technical games research 
community. In this paper, we show that 
relatively simple automatic exploration 
techniques can be used to multiplicatively 
amplify coverage of a game starting from 
human tester data”.
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Emotion Analysis

• Here focus on one aspect: 
emotion analysis of players

• What can we do with it?

• For (i) wide range of 
applications and (ii) straight-
forward applicability in your 
GUR and ARTS projects!
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Use-Case: 
Scalable emotion analysis from 

video, audio & text
Prof. Perttu Hämäläinen

With additions by Dr Christian Guckelsberger



Measuring emotion
Ease of use

Speed, precision

Computer vision

Physiological
(fEMG,IBI, EDA)

Pictorial scales
(SAM etc)

Questionnaires 



http://www.techdesignforums.com/practice/technique/facial-recognition-embedded-vision/











Neural Network Based Facial Expression Analysis of 
Game Events: A Cautionary Tale

Shaghayegh Roohi, Jari Takatalo, J. Matias Kivikangas, Perttu Hämäläinen



Decision in ”Life Is Strange”. https://rememberme.fandom.com/wiki/Choice_and_Consequence



Why focus on events?

• Every player may take a different path through a game

• Hence: Time-series signals of emotions cannot be directly compared 
or aggregated

• However, it’s easy to log out key events with time stamps: player
decision, player getting a reward etc.

• Here: measuring the affect gradient of events: Average change in 
emotional facial expression around specific events. 



Approach

• Computer vision using facial video 
of the player

• Convolutional neural networks 
trained with free 7-emotion 
Kaggle dataset

• Focus on ”Happy”, because it’s 
most robust

• Analyze response to game events 
like dying or killing enemy



Affect gradient

• X: frames before/after event

• Y: class probability

Raw signal

p(Happyness) in [0,1]



Affect gradient

• Preprocess the data with median filtering

• Extract segments of fixed length around each logged game event

23

Median-filtered signalRaw signal



Affect gradient

• Normalize the segments to have zero mean

24Normalized signal
Median-filtered signal



Affect gradient

• Fit lines to the extracted segments
• The slopes give the affect gradients of the events

25

Affect gradient



Results

• Network applied to Platformer Experience Dataset (PED)
• 58 players consisting of 28 males from Greece and Denmark,

with ages ranging from 22 to 48 years.
• Each player plays one or several games of Infinite Mario Bros.
• Excel file for each video consisting of game events and their

corresponding time stamp in the videos. 

• Exercise: What makes players most happy when playing platformers?
• Getting killed
• Winning
• Changing mode (Mario turning into Super Mario, or back) 
• Killing an enemy?



Affect gradient summary plots
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Getting Killed Makes Players Happy, 
According to a Neural Network

Shaghayegh Roohi, Jari Takatalo, J. Matias Kivikangas, Perttu Hämäläinen



Super Meat Boy Forever Review.
https://videochums.com/review/
super-meat-boy-forever



Results replicate previous psychophysiological 
studies

• Getting killed produces a smile

32
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Killing enemies: concentrated frown 
interpreted as neutral or negative emotion





• Player’s intrinsic motivation
(predicting enjoyment, 
player persistence, etc.) based
on satisfaction of 3 basic needs

• Autonomy, relatedness, and…

• Competence: 
need for challenge and 
feelings of effectance

Back-up: 
Self-Determination Theory



Questions?



Recognizing Emotional 
Expression in Game Streams

Shaghayegh Roohi - shaghayegh.Roohi@aalto.fi

Elisa D. Mekler - elisa.mekler@aalto.fi

Mikke Tavast - mikke.tavast@aalto.fi

Tatu Blomqvist - tatu.blomqvist@aalto.fi

Perttu Hämäläinen - perttu.hamalainen@aalto.fi



Motivation

• Importance of emotions in games
• Yannakakis and Paiva [1] argued that “one cannot dissociate games from 

emotions” (p. 459).

• An active research area: Emotional attachment to game characters, emotional 
challenge, grief & other negative emotions can produce positive 
experiences…

• An underexplored data trove: game streaming videos

• Streamers narrate what they do, show emotion (no “gamer face”), 
both game and face in the same video

[1] Georgios N Yannakakis and Ana Paiva. 2014. Emotion in games. Handbook on affective computing (2014), 459–471.
[2] Elisa D. Mekler, Julia Ayumi Bopp, Alexandre N. Tuch, and Klaus Opwis. 2014. A Systematic Review of Quantitative Studies on the Enjoyment of Digital Entertainment Games. In Proceedings of the 32Nd Annual ACM Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI ’14). ACM, 
New York, NY, USA, 927–936. 
[3] Wouter Van den Hoogen, Karolien Poels, Wijnand IJsselsteijn, and Yvonne de Kort. 2012. Between challenge and defeat: Repeated player-death and game enjoyment. Media Psychology 15, 4 (2012), 443–459. 
[4] Nicole Lazzaro. 2009. Why we play: affect and the fun of games. Human-computer interaction: Designing for diverse users and domains 155 (2009), 679–700.



An example of game stream videos



Contribution

• A dataset of human-annotated emotional expression in game streams
• 17 videos, 11 hours, and 2015 emotional events, on average one annotated 

event for each 40 seconds of video

• A multimodal neural network to mimic human annotations
• Facial expression (7 classes of emotion)

• Video transcript sentiment analysis (positivity of speech)

• Voice emotion analysis (7 classes of emotion)

• Voice features (e.g., loudness and pitch)



Dataset preparation

• Streams of the games Unravel[1] and its sequel, Unravel Two [2]
• Puzzle platformers games

• Reason of game selection
• Recently released and readily featured on several YouTube channels. 

• Linear level design, where all players experience game events in the same 
sequence. 

• Both Unravel and Unravel Two were praised for being emotionally engaging 
[3, 4]

[1] Coldwood Interactive. 2016. Unravel. Game [PC, PlayStation 4, Xbox One]. (February 2016). Electronic Arts. 
[2] Coldwood Interactive. 2018. Unravel Two. Game [PC, PlayStation 4, Xbox One]. (June 2018). Electronic Arts.
[3] 2019a. Unravel for PC Reviews - Metacritic. (April 2019). https://www.metacritic.com/game/pc/unravel Retrieved April 5 2019.
[4] 2019b. Unravel Two for PC Reviews - Metacritic. (April 2019). https://www.metacritic.com/game/pc/unravel-two Retrieved April 5 2019.



Dataset preparation

• Criteria for stream selection
1. The streamer’s face had to be visible throughout the video 

2. The streamer provided commentary in English 

3. Only one person was playing and present during the stream

4. Available subtitle transcripts from automatic captioning

• 17 videos by 9 different streamers (2 women, 7 men)

• Each video has been annotated by two persons into 13 classes of 
emotion like amusement, frustration

• Each emotional event has been labeled as top5 event if it is among 
the top5 events of the stream



Human Inter-rater agreement

• 2 classes (no event or event)

• 2 classes/top5 (top 5 events or not top 5 events)

• 4 classes (no event, pleasant event, unpleasant event, and neutral 
event)

• 14 classes (no event and the full set of 13 codes)



Automatic emotional event detection



An example of the multimodal input signals





Results: Scoring

• Accuracy:

• F1 score:



Automatic emotion detection results



Percentage of missed events

• Most accurate at recognizing 
positive emotional expressions 

• False negatives were more 
prevalent for subtle emotional 
expressions 
• may be due to lower intensity 

expressions

• High amount of false negatives 
for Frustration and startle might 
be due to being accompanied by 
immediate positive expressions 
(e.g., smiling)



Future work

• Automatic annotation of gameplay events as a complementary 
modality (can train a neural network to recognize player death etc)

• Investigate effect of gender, age or cultural differences in large 
datasets of streamers

• Test our approach with playtest videos recorded without game audio 
that can interfere with audio expression analysis



Summary

• We have presented a new dataset of emotional events

• We have presented automated detection of emotionally salient 
events in game stream videos

• Identifying and classifying emotional events is a task that is hard for 
both humans and artificial neural networks.

• Using limited number of classes, we can achieve promising results
• Only detecting the events yields a decent automatic detection accuracy of 

70.7% which is on par with human inter-rater agreement of 68.7%

• Applications in video highlights detection or pre-selecting videos for further 
analysis



Questions?



Practicalities:

• The CHI PLAY 2019 paper describes datasets and network 
architectures for processing the audio, video, and transcript data: 
https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=3347197

• Currently recommended facial expression analysis tool that we found 
after writing the paper: OpenFace. Simple command-line tools, no 
need to train any neural networks oneself. 
https://github.com/TadasBaltrusaitis/OpenFace/wiki

https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=3347197
https://github.com/TadasBaltrusaitis/OpenFace/wiki


Facial Action Coding System (FACS)



Afternoon Exercise



Exercise

• Teams of 3-5, at least 1 game-ready Laptop per team
• Split into experimenter(s) and participant(s)

• Experimenters: design a facial expression experiment
• Pick one or two games (your own, Steam, Twitch)
• Formulate closed or open-ended research question
• Put forward your hypothesis: what do you expect to find?

• Participants: play game, have yourself recorded

• All: 
• Analyse result with OpenFace (command line or GUI!)
• Report study in slidedeck with at most 3 slides: (1) game (video?), question, 

hypothesis; (2) results; (3) discussion of your results.
• Select a presenter and present today 15.00, back here.

Tip: 
Try out OpenFace
before posing your
research question!
What data can you
collect?



OpenFace 2.2.0: a facial behavior analysis 
toolkit
https://github.com/TadasBaltrusaitis/OpenFace/wiki

• Openface is an easy to use
opensource toolkit that detects facial 
landmarks, head pose, eye-gaze 
direction and facial action units 

• Baltrusaitis, T., Zadeh, A., Lim, Y. C., & 
Morency, L. (2018). OpenFace 2.0: 
Facial Behavior Analysis Toolkit. 2018 
13th IEEE International Conference 
on Automatic Face Gesture
Recognition (FG 2018), 59–66. 
https://doi.org/10.1109/FG.2018.000
19

https://github.com/TadasBaltrusaitis/OpenFace/wiki
https://doi.org/10.1109/FG.2018.00019


Action unit estimation

• Openface can estimate facial movements based on Facial Action 
Coding System (FACS)

• In FACS, facial movements are coded as different action units (AU): 
https://imotions.com/blog/facial-action-coding-system/

• Openface estimates the presence and the intensity (scale from 0 
to 5) of different AUs in each frame of the video

• For the accuracy of AU estimates, see Baltrusaitis, Zadeh, Lim, & 
Morency (2018)

https://imotions.com/blog/facial-action-coding-system/


How  to use, step by step (Windows 
Powershell) 
• Openface is operated trough command line interface: e.g. with

PowerShell (Windows) or xterm (Unix)

• 1. Install: 
https://github.com/TadasBaltrusaitis/OpenFace/wiki/Windows-
Installation

• 2. Open Windows Powershell

• 3. Change the directory to the openface folder, for example:
• cd C:

• cd \...\...\...\OpenFace_2.0.5_win_x64\

https://github.com/TadasBaltrusaitis/OpenFace/wiki/Windows-Installation


Useful command line arguments

• 4: Execute a command, examples:
• Extract features (CSV-file): .\FeatureExtraction.exe -f "C:\...\...\filename.avi”

• Extract AU estimates (CSV-file): \FeatureExtraction.exe -aus –f 
"C:\...\...\...\filename.avi”

• Visualize the data: .\FeatureExtraction.exe –verbose "C:\...\...\filename.avi”

• 5. Analyze the data ☺

• Also possible to use GUI with the argument ./OpenFaceOffline.exe

• List of all possible arguments: 
https://github.com/TadasBaltrusaitis/OpenFace/wiki/Command-line-
arguments

https://github.com/TadasBaltrusaitis/OpenFace/wiki/Command-line-arguments


Example



From Action Units to Emotions
You will (i) either have work with action units
only, or (ii) map from action units to emotions
(thus: better focus on 1 / 2 emotions only)



Webcam Video Recording

• E.g. “Camera App” in Windows 10
• https://www.digitalcitizen.life/how-

use-camera-app-windows-10-your-
webcam/

• Alternatively: VLC Player
• https://www.videolan.org/vlc/

• https://www.vlchelp.com/how-to-
record-webcam-video-using-vlc-media-
player/

https://www.digitalcitizen.life/how-use-camera-app-windows-10-your-webcam/
https://www.videolan.org/vlc/
https://www.vlchelp.com/how-to-record-webcam-video-using-vlc-media-player/


Recap

• Categorical emotion classification or positive/negative sentiment 
analysis is fairly straightforward from video, voice, and speech 
transcripts

• Not very nuanced, but still useful data!

• Limitation: trained on human data, which can be noisy and with low 
intercoder agreement.

• OpenFace gives the most nuanced facial expression data (FACS 
activations)

• Relation of facial expression and emotions is complex


